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Letter From Charlene Lambert, President, WBII
Dear members, friends, sponsors and partners,
It’s been said that one of the most important things to do before you develop
a business or marketing plan is to listen. Putting your ear to the ground forces
you to understand what is happening around you, and this information is so
important that it can potentially make or break your business.
Listening to our community has been particularly important for us over the past
few years. Taking the time to research and write the WBII Annual Report also
gives us the opportunity to step back and reflect on what we have heard, and how
we are doing. Whereas 2018 was a year of change for the WBII, 2019 has been
a year of consolidation and advancement. We continue to believe that we are
a valued network for international women entrepreneurs in The Hague region
who are looking to develop their business ideas and advance their careers.
The WBII Board has tried hard to listen to our members in 2019, including to their
needs and expectations, and worked to include their wishes in our activities. For
example, we listened to our longtime members who have expressed an interest
in a professional development programme for more mature businesses, and
announced a series of 3 workshops for this specific group to be held in 2020. We
understood also that our website needed renewing, and are working to improve
it. In addition, we are continuing our excellent collaboration with WIL, a network
of women students at Leiden University College in The Hague. We listened to our
long-standing member Deborah Valentine, who introduced us to each other.
WBII was able to accomplish a number of successful activities in 2019, thanks to
everyone’s support. Here below is a summary in a nutshell:
•
•

•
•
•

We held eight informative networking events at the Carlton Ambassador Hotel,
a Festive Lunch at the Hotel School, and an informal lunch at Sushi Morikawa;
We continued to offer two “Start Your Own Business” seminars for international
men and women, this year for the first time in collaboration with Webster
University Leiden;
We held a full day Digital Marketing workshop in June, in collaboration with
Google and Webster;
We organized a joint event with WIL – Women in Innovation and Leadership who are students at Leiden University College;
We refreshed and refurbished our office, and hosted four mentoring circle
meetings there with Rise & Lead, and four afternoon ‘Borrels’ with our
members;
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•
•

•
•
•
•

•

We attended two trade fairs with our members;
We supported and participated in at least two of our members’ leadership
events, including with Ebere Akadiri (Rise & Lead), and Heleniq Argyrou
(Women of Truth);
We participated in two events for internationals hosted by The Hague
International Centre (THIC);
We attended the Vrouwen Podium’s “Princessendag” at the Dutch parliament;
We liaised with a Dutch Member of Parliament and prepared a briefing
document for her on the topic of the importance of women’s entrepreneurship;
We have improved and streamlined WBII’s administration, sent out 10 monthly
newsletters to over 2000 contacts and members, and maintained an active
social media presence.
We renewed our social media strategy, and started work on developing a new
website.

We tallied more than 31 activities and other accomplishments that have been
completed in 2019, and are grateful for this fruitful year. It’s important to
remember that this was all possible because we worked together. I would like to
take this opportunity to thank all of you for your ongoing support in 2019, and
we look forward with confidence to the coming decade!
Kindest regards
Charlene Lambert, President, Women’s Business Initiative International (WBII)
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WHAT IS THE WBII?
The WBII is a registered, international not-for-profit association, including a
network and platform, of women entrepreneurs, motivated to succeed. Founded
in 2006, the main purpose of the WBII is to connect, inspire and support female
entrepreneurs in growing their business. WBII exists by and for members, and it is
through the members’ contributions that WBII is able to thrive. Membership fees
help to open the door, and allow WBII to exist, and for that we are all thankful.
The proactiveness of members enriches and enhances the value of the network.
Everyone’s involvement is important!
We are proud of this unique organization, supporting women entrepreneurs
from countries around the world, and from all walks of life. Members are invited
to become actively involved, and there are many opportunities for them to
use their skills and the WBII platform for their own benefit, and that of other
women entrepreneurs.
Each member brings her unique expertise to the table, and together the synergy
contributes to a dynamic association. We are women supporting and learning
from each other.

WHAT WE DO
The WBII empowers women entrepreneurs to achieve their business goals
through several channels:

LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT
Start Your Own Business Seminars are a fantastic opportunity for anyone who
is considering setting up a business in the Netherlands, exiting an organisation,
or considering working as a freelancer to gather information and get started. The
seminar consists of three 45-minute workshops in which attendees can learn
about a variety of topics relevant to starting up a business. These events are
open to everyone (men and women).
The WBII also holds monthly networking events featuring a guest speaker
around a business theme, providing information and a variety of practical tools
and tips to help grow our business. An informal networking period provides an
opportunity to get to know other members and share information. One member
is in the ‘spotlight’ every month.
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Members have the opportunity to join a Mastermind Group. Members get
together in small groups on a regular basis to share advice and ideas, and to set
and meet realistic goals, holding each other accountable.

PEER SUPPORT
The WBII is a vibrant organisation representing a diverse community of
entrepreneurial women at different stages of their business. It offers an invaluable
resource for starters and small business owners, providing access to peers, best
practices and networks. Through active cooperation, WBII members create a
professional platform for entrepreneurs to promote their businesses, seek
business advice and exchange knowledge and experience.

EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES
The WBII regularly offers a variety of opportunities for members to meet,
exchange ideas, and improve their professional skills. On top of the regular
networking events, in February, we organize a Lunch Meeting, and a Festive
Lunch in December with an inspirational speaker. WBII is actively represented in
local fairs and events, such as the ‘I am not a Tourist Fair’ in Amsterdam, and the
‘Feel at Home in The Hague’ fair, generating business contacts and leads.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH
WBII reaches out into the Dutch and international communities, and in 2019, was
actively involved in and a member of a number of groups and organizations.
•
•
•
•

ACCESS - international community network
NVR - Nederlands Vrouwenraad (Dutch Women’s Council)
WEP - European Women Entrepreneurship Platform
Shell Outpost
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THE WBII BOARD IN 2019
WBII Board consisted of:
Charlene Lambert – President;
Dymphna Elsink - Vice President;
Lisa Hall – Treasurer.
Dymphna is also the Volunteer Office Manager. In
order to expedite matters, and to handle the day-today operations, these three members form the Board
of Management.
Nira Satguru and Akanksha Menon are additional
Board Members and step in for the more important
decisions and guidance.

THANK YOU TO SPONSORS
AND PARTNERS
A number of organizations and individuals have been
especially helpful in supporting WBII over the past year,
offering both financial and in-kind support. We would
like to take this opportunity to thank the following
organizations:
•

•

•

•
•

Carlton Ambassador Hotel - for so professionally
hosting our networking meetings in their beautiful
meeting rooms.
Lemonberry and Jouw Assistente, Lisa Hall and
Dymphna Elsink --for so expertly managing our
office administration and finances;
Write in Right, Jane Pocock -- for her professional
writing and editing skills and managing The Wise
Newsletter.
TpBEO - Sinead Hewson, for guiding the board and
for support with ‘Start Your Own Business’ seminars;
TASTE – Nira Satguru, for her support with our
‘Start Your Own Business’ seminars, speakers’ gifts,
delicious catering and more;
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•
•

•
•

ZJHT Risk & Insurance Specialists - and Inge Zweerts de Jong for their
ongoing support.
Webster University – for their collaboration and use of their excellent meeting
facilities for our Start Your Own Business seminars, and for the support in
organizing the Google Digital Training. Special thanks to Dr. Yang Fan – Business
& Management Department, Director Dr. J.P. van Marissing, Stephan Avis Webster Student Intern, and Daniel Vermeer - Webster Operations Manager.
Google – for their generous support in bringing their English-language training
program to Webster Leiden.
RaboBank - for their generous supporting of the November SYOB seminar.

THANK YOU TO OUR VOLUNTEERS
A number of members and others have supported WBII over the past year, in a
wide variety of ways, and we would like to recognize and thank them for their
outstanding efforts and contributions. The WBII would not be able to function,
let alone prosper, without them, and we are so grateful for all that they have
done, and continue to do. We trust that we have included everyone.
• Aleyda Santos (Jikiden reiki station)
• Akanksha Menon
• Bieneke Braat (Legaltree IT Law)
• Caroline Orthlieb (Caroline Orthlieb Tax and Business consulting)
• Charlene Lambert (AIM to Grow)
• Cigdem Guven (Crocusfield)
• Darina Veen (Feng Shui Design)
• Deborah Valentine (A Hand in The Hague)
• Dovile Corrigan (Dove Coaching)
• Dymphna Elsink (Jouw Assistant)
• Ebere Akadiri (Rise & Lead)
• Heleniq Argyrou (Aha Intelligence)
• Jane Pocock (Write it Right)
• Johanne Bade (Fit & Fabulous Moms)
• Karen Shaw (Karen Shaw)
• Lisa Hall (Lemonberry)
• Michelle Baird (Global Virtual Assistant Solutions)
• Moran Greenwald (Data for a Change)
• Natalie Carstens (Natalie Carstens Photography)
• Nira Satguru (TASTE)
• Sinead Hewson (TpBEO)
• Teresa Moynihan (Moynihan Consulting)
• Vinita Salomé (Vinita Salomé Photography)
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OFFICE MANAGEMENT
In 2019, our office was, and continues to be, expertly managed by Board Members
Dyphna Elsink (Vice-President), and Lisa Hall (Treasurer). We are so pleased that
Lisa and Dympha were able to step up to take on these tasks on a volunteer
basis. Not only do they handle the day-to-day office tasks, but they are also
there to meet and greet the guests and members at our monthly networking
events. Thanks to their loyal efforts, we have an expertly run organization.
Because our office managers are working more from home, the decision was
made to revamp and adapt the office so that we can have a space our members
can use for small meetings. We now have a meeting table and chairs, and can
host up to 9 people. Located at Nassauplein 20 in The Hague, members used our
office for meetings with clients, to practice their pitch, discuss business ideas,
and to engage with a small group in a pleasant, central location.

THE WISE – WBII MONTHLY NEWSLETTER
The WISE is sent out to over 2000 addresses, and could be an added source of
marketing collateral for our members. We reinforce messages from The Wise in
our other social media, and at all WBII networking events, newsletter deadlines
and reminders are shared. A huge thanks goes out to Jane Pocack (Write it
Right), the Editor of The WISE for the last 1 1/2 years. The WISE is going strong,
thanks to her contribution.

WBII WEBSITE
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The website was in need of a complete revamp, not only as the information
was outdated, but the style and focus of the WBII has changed since it’s initial
concept back in 2006. Lisa Hall & Natalie Carstens started the mammoth task
or reorganising the site and together with several photoshoots of events by
Vinita Salomé and the Mighty Comms team that was created to support the
communications of the redesign moving forward, the project commenced. The
site is expected to be completed by February 2020, and the new Marketing
Strategy compiled by new member Ugne Marchionno (Aim to WOW) will be
implemented along side.

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS SEMINARS
WBII believes that the Start Your Own Business (SYOB) seminars are an important
programme for women and men in the international community who may be
looking for employment. After 4-years of running the seminars on our own,
on a volunteer basis, we also wanted to ensure that the programs continue to
be available in the longer term. We looked for partners to help us safeguard
their sustainability. Following discussions with a number of organisations in
and around The Hague, the WBII Board decided to collaborate with the Leiden
campus of Webster University. Based in St. Louis, Missouri, USA, Webster
University is over 100 years old, and is one of the first educational institutions
to internationalize their study programs. They have been actively involved in
delivering quality degree programs to Dutch and international students in Leiden
for nearly 40 years, and were among the first to offer an English language MBA in
The Netherlands. Their interest and experience in entrepreneurship education

Photography by Akanksha Menon
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is a perfect match for WBII. In 2019, we together offered two SYOB seminars -one in May and one in November -- and trust that this is the beginning of a long
and fruitful collaboration. Having Webster on board means that we could also
tap into the support of Webster students, who were key success factors to the
event, as they worked behind the scenes on the organization, marketing, event
management, and photography. The students gain valuable experience assisting
with the organization and project management, and will help to ensure that the
project is passed on to the next students from year to year. The fact that the
seminar was held in the historic Webster premises in Leiden made the seminars
even more pleasant!
In May, some15 participants joined together for our first seminar in 2019. On
November 7, our second seminar was held to a sell-out audience of 40 participants.
A huge thank-you to Webster, to the students who supported us, and to our
speakers and trainers, at least 5 of whom are WBII members. These include
Sinead Hewson (www.TpBEO.com), Nira Satguru (TASTE), Bieneke Braat
(www.legaltree.com), Caroline Orthlieb (Caroline Orthlieb Business and Tax
Consultancy) and Charlene Lambert (www.AIMtogrow.org), with the delicious
catering provided by TASTE. WBII Board Member Akanksha Menon was our
photographer and supported WBII and Webster also with project management.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
On Wednesday, June 26, WBII in collaboration with Google and Webster University
Leiden came together to host a full day of Google Digital Marketing Training.
Classes on the following topics were offered:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

An introduction to online marketing strategy
Set up your (mobile) website for conversion
An introduction in Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
An introduction to online advertising: display, Search Engine Advertising (SEA)
and remarketing
An introduction to Google analytics
‘IamRemarkable’ workshop, a Google initiative empowering women and
underrepresented groups to celebrate their achievements.

Google trainers were in Leiden all week, and as part of this initiative, Google,
WBII, and Webster organized this special English-language training day especially
for our members. Webster also graciously opened its doors to invite us into the
Webster University premises for this personalized English-language training.
About 30 participants attended the full-day programme, which was a fantastic
opportunity to update our digital skills!

COLLABORATIONS
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Collaboration is a value that we hold high in the WBII not only as it strengthens
connections within the community and allows our members to grow their own
network, but also enables us to share our experience and skills with other
communities.
This year we have collaborated with Spark Women, W.I.L, Google, THIC, Women
of Truth, Rise & Lead, Webster University and the RaboBank.

MONTHLY NETWORKING EVENTS SUMMARY
‘Thank you’ to the many speakers who have attended our networking events and
shared their knowledge with us! The summary highlights the many interesting
and inspiring presenters we enjoyed meeting.
Month
January
January
February
February
March
April
May

Speaker
Led by Claudia Suhov
Collaboration with
Spark Women
Jonathan Talbott

Topic
Speed-dating - Spice up your contacts!
1001 women in 20th century
Collaboration at the Amsterdam Museum
Collaborating to inspire & mentor:
Presenting Potential (with WIL)
Informal lunch meeting at Sushi MORIKAWA
Renée VeldmanCracking that First Impression with
Tentori - Zestee
LinkedIn
Manuela Damant
What is Female Power and how can we
AZKUA
use it effectively?
Natalie Drake
Storytelling in Business
(with WIL)
Susan de Vriend
Could it be time to follow your heart?
Summer Holiday

June
July
August
September Mariam Navaid
Ottimofiore
October
Sara Kemppainen
(Founder of WIL)
November Erica van Engel

How to Grow and Engage Your Business
Audience: From Blog to Brand to Book
Something out of Nothing – The story of
building a Flourishing Network
Make it happen Master Class - Set your
strategy for 2020
December Jennifer Ril and
Festive Lunch
Albanian Ambassador Restaurant Zinc –The Hague Hotel School
to NL: Adia Sakiqi
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TRADE FAIRS
As an international association of women entrepreneurs, WBII actively participates
at Fairs and events that are important for the international community and
expats. It is essential for our visibility and our mission to motivate and encourage
women entrepreneurs to succeed. In 2019, we had successful and absolutely
fabulous days at both the Expat Fair (‘I am not a Tourist Fair’) in Amsterdam, and
at the ‘Feel at Home in The Hague Fair’.
For the team of volunteers who support our Fair Coordinator Darina VeenKassova at the WBII Fair stands, and for WBII members who go with WBII to the
fair and have their own stand, it is a fantastic opportunity! Those who take their
own business stand near the WBII’s usually benefit from a price reduction that
we have been able to negotiate for our members.
It is important not only to team up and promote WBII to the international
community, but also to share our own experience as a member with other
women. We benefit from supporting each other, and spend a great day together
in a vibrant environment. We meet and talk first-hand new and more established
members of the international community. We network, and establish new
business contacts, while at the same time, we have fun and raise the profile of
ourselves and our own businesses, all the while exploring new opportunities.
It’s is a great experience for WBII, for every one of our members, and for our
businesses!

WBII OFFICE BORRELS
We completed the renovation of the WBII
office on the Nassauplein back in April
and decided to open up the office for
informal Borrel meetings on occasional
Friday afternoons sponsored by the WBII.
In 2019, we held one in May to show
the office to members and guests, one
in July to “Celebrate Summer”, and one
in Autumn to “Embrace Autumn”. These
events have become favourites among
our members and guests and are a real
opportunity to get to know each other on
a more personal level.

ADVOCACY
While the main purpose of WBII is to
directly support its members to start and
grow their businesses, over the years,
it has become increasingly apparent
that WBII also has as an important
ancillary task, which is that of advocacy.
By reaching out and working with other
organizations, WBII has found its voice,
and can use to it support our members
and women entrepreneurs in general in
The Netherlands, to be well recognized
and to achieve all that is possible.
In 2019, at the request of Dutch MP Femke
Merel van Koten (Independent), WBII has
presented briefing documents to her on
the topic of the importance of women’s
entrepreneurship. Femke had asked us for
information that she could take forward to
the Dutch parliament, and WBII was able
to accomplish this in collaboration with
the NVR (Dutch Women’s Council) and the
16
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WEP (Women Entrepreneurship Platform), of which WBII is a member. The year
2020 is also particularly important for women’s advocacy because of the United
Nations Women conference to be held in New York in March 2020. It is also the
25th anniversary of the Beijing Declaration calling on governments, institutions,
businesses and civil society around the world to advance women’s opportunities
in global value chains.

THE HAGUE INTERNATIONAL CENTRE
The Hague International Centre (THIC) is the municipal government agency
responsible for welcoming and supporting internationals who come to live
and work in The Hague. To do this, THIC organises CONNECT events where
internationals can meet specialist partner organisations and discuss a wide
range of topics. The WBII has been selected as a THIC partner, in particular, on
the topics of ‘employment’ and ‘networks’.
We were pleased that in 2019, WBII was represented at two events, both held in
November. On November 26, WBII member Caroline Orthlieb (Caroline Orthlieb
Business and Tax consultancy) participated in a CONNECT event on the topic of
‘Starting your own Business’. Caroline is a business and tax consultant working
for, and with, small business, as well as for private clients.
During the seminar, Caroline addressed the following subjects:
•
•
•

What skills do you have and need to start a business;
Finding a business idea;
Where to start, and who can help you.

This type of meeting is particularly important because it is frequently the first
opportunity that internationals have to reflect on the possibility of, and potentially
the need for, becoming an entrepreneur. More than 60,000 Internationals work
and live in The Hague region, and every year, over 4,500 international newcomers
and their families register in The Hague.
On November 14, Board Member Nira Satguru attended a meeting on behalf
of the WBII that was jointly organized by THIC and The Hague Business Agency.
Held at the Student Hotel, the topic was on the ‘Future of The Hague for
Internationals’. Participants discussed improvements that the City could make to
be more hospitable and internationally friendly. Our presence helped us to raise
the WBII profile, share our ideas and suggestions, and engage with international
companies, organizations, and policy makers.
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WOMEN OF TRUTH
With a mission to train, support, and awaken female leaders to access greater
visibility, the ‘Women of Truth Yin Alithea’ conferences were launched in 2019, in
both Cyprus and Rotterdam, by WBII member Heleniq Argyrou. The conference
mission fits also well with that of the WBII. WBII members benefit from having
their events promoted through our social media, and in this way, we supported
Heleniq with the conferences. Board Member Nira Satguru was invited to speak
on ‘The Future of Learning and Financial Independence’, two areas she specializes
in. Nira has also been the go to person for our members on Business Strategy,
and members are welcome to reach out to her on this topic in particular.

RISE & LEAD SUMMIT AND CONNECT 2 GROW
MENTORING CIRCLES
The Rise & Lead Summit is a platform for women in leadership and companies who
are actively advancing women’s roles in their respective organizations. Founded
by WBII member Ebere Akadiri, the main focus of the Rise & Lead Summit is to
inspire, educate and empower women in business, and the organisations that
18
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support them, on key topics relating to diversity & inclusion, wealth creation,
building a sustainable future, and the real stories about being a woman in
leadership. WBII supported the 2-day Rise & Lead Summit by promoting it
on our website and in our social media, and assisting with welcoming guests,
registrations at the door, and in other ways during the event. Thanks also to our
collaboration, WBII members were able to get discounts on their tickets.
Rise & Lead has also started a mentoring circle programme in 2019, where groups
meet on a regular basis to guide and support each other. WBII was pleased to
be able to host this excellent program in our newly refreshed offices. The goal
of these meetings was to support women entrepreneurs with the mindset, skills
and business know-how to achieve their goals. It was a fantastic program for
women who were looking to start, revive, and grow their businesses. We all had
homework to do, and are staying in touch!

19
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FESTIVE LUNCH
On Thursday, December 12, once again we were delighted to welcome 35
members and friends to our yearly Festive Lunch! It was an opportunity to
rejoice and celebrate the achievements of the year (business and others) and
the bond that unites us all. The lunch was held at Restaurant Zinc, in The Hague
Hotel School. Our inspiring guest speakers included Her Excellency Adia Sakiqi,
Ambassador of Albania to the Netherlands, and Jennifer Ril, Managing Director
of The Sales Clique.
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NVR
WBII is a proud member of the 120-year
old NVR (The Dutch Council of Women),
and the leading women’s organization
in the Netherlands. The NVR has more
than 50 member organizations and
together they reach an estimated
number of one million women.
Every year in September, around the time of Prinsjesdag (Prince’s Day speech
from the throne), the NVR and Vrouwenpodium hold their own ‘Pricessendag’
(Princesses Day), in collaboration with more than 80 women’s organizations. The
purpose of this event is to underscore the position of women in work and their
future, and to formulate and present concrete recommendations for government
policy makers.
The 2019 Princesses Day was of special interest for WBII and our members, as
the main topic had to do with ‘ZZPers’ (Sole Traders). More and more women are
choosing this form of work, often voluntarily, and sometimes out of necessity,
when other alternatives to work appear to be unavailable. Some of the questions
that were discussed included: What are the risks, bottlenecks, and conditions for
the success of the economic independence of female freelancers? The keynote
speaker was Jacqueline Zuidweg (Zuidweg & Partners) specialized in supporting
sole traders with financial questions.

Photograph by Vinita Salomé on the WBII photoshoot for the new website.
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MEMBERS’ TESTIMONIALS
DOVILE CORRIGAN - Dove Coaching
“Moving to a new country and starting your own business, or transitioning from an
organizational role to an entrepreneurial one can be intimidating and challenging.
There is uncertainty about the procedures of starting and running the business,
but also you might not have a wide network of people you can lean in into. And
that is where WBII comes in. I moved to the Netherlands more than two years ago
and joined WBII shortly thereafter. Here I met entrepreneurs at different stages of
their entrepreneurial journey, and it has been so helpful. You have members who
have been running their businesses for a while, and they are happy to share the
know-how of setting up a new business in The Netherlands, and you also have some
who are just starting and bringing in new energy and perspectives. It is a safe and
encouraging environment, where no one claims they have all the answers, but you
can be sure they will support you on your journey of figuring things out. It is also very
helpful to be a part of a mastermind group, which I have access to as a member of
WBII. Every month we can meet in a smaller group to discuss topics and opportunities
relevant to our specific area of business. Warm, welcoming, encouraging, dynamic,
fun, knowledgeable, determined and diverse - these are the words that pop up to my
mind when I think of WBII.”

MICHELLE BAIRD - Global Virtual Assistant Solutions
“Once I had actually made the decision to start my own business as a Virtual Assistant,
I became very excited at the prospect of working for myself, having the freedom and
flexibility I was seeking.
I realised that there would be so much for me to think about and plan and learn but
this did not deter me from following my heart.
One of the best things I ever did to help me on my new path as an entrepreneur in the
NL was to join the amazing Women’s Business Initiative of NL (WBII).
I have felt the warmth of WBII since the start. From the welcome, to the introductions,
to the monthly networking events, the learning, the development and so much support
along the way. Meeting so many other amazing entrepreneurs on a similar journey to
myself, sharing their own experiences, is priceless.”

22
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LIST OF WBII MEMBERS IN 2019
Akanksha Menon
Alexandra Arshanskaya
Aleyda Santos
Anita Paalvast
Anja Vreeburg
Anna Molnár
Anne Bybjerg
Arwa Lokhandwala
Aurélie Milhès
Beatrice Betley
Bianca Wijnstekers-Handy
Bieneke Braat
Caroline Kube
Caroline Ortlieb
Ceci Wong
Charlene Lambert
Chaya Mistry
Christine Dahl
Christy Aikhorin
Cigdem Guven
Clare Summerfield
Colleen Reichrath-Smith
Daria Ivakhnenko
Darina Veen-Kassova
Deborah Valentine
Désirée Looten
Dovile Corrigan
Dymphna Elsink
Ebere Akadiri
Emma England
Esra Colastica
Esther Velzen
Eva Rogojan
Federica Gerber
Frida Robben
Haydee Dijkstal
Heleniqu Argyrou
Inge Zweerts de Jong
Isabelle Barth
Jane Pocock
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Jennifer Pfister
Jet Sichterman
Jo Parfitt
Johanna Dahlman
Johanne Bade
Julie Jones
Julie Kennedy
Julieta Timane
Kalpee Howard
Karen Shaw
Karine-Kayitesi Ponting
Katharina Andrés
Katherine Fortier
Lamprini Kiosse
Lianne de Vries
Lisa Hall
Lucy Bosscher
Manuela Damant
Maram Hattar
Michelle Baird
Moran Greenwald
Nancy Mayer
Natalie Carstens
Nicola Wreford-Howard
Nira Satguru
Orsolya Fabian
Pien Nederlof-Bus
Ria van Doorn
Sinead Hewson
Sophie Bonavero
Susan Tredenick
Suzy Ogé
Teresa Moynihan
Ugne Marchionno
Ute Limacher-Riebold
Vinita Salome
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MEMBERS OF THE ADVISORY BOARD
Our Advisory Board is an essential link to the business community, and provides
strategic direction and suggestions to the Board on special topics. The experience
and invaluable expertise they bring has already infused the WBII with new energy
and direction and we are grateful for their support.

SUZY OGÉ – FOUNDER OF
THE WOMEN’S BUSINESS INITIATIVE
INTERNATIONAL

TOON BUDDINGH – RENOWNED CLUSTER
INNOVATION GURU

INGE ZWEERTS DE JONG – ZJHT RISK AND
INSURANCE SPECIALISTS BV

CHARLENE LAMBERT – MLMC INTERNATIONAL
MARKETING

SINÉAD HEWSON – TPEBO
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Start Your Own Business Seminar
November 7, 2019
Webster Leiden Campus
5:30 - 6:00 p.m. Welcome, registration, snacks, coffee and tea (Room 3)
6:00 - 6:10 p.m. Welcome from Webster and the WBII (Room 4)
Overview of programme
• Dr. Yang Fan - Webster Leiden
6:10 – 6:20 p.m.

The Entrepreneurial Mindset
• Nira Satguru
TASTE + WBII

6:20 – 7:00 p.m.

Setting up a business in the Netherlands and
differences with other countries
• Sinead Hewson
TpBEO + WBII + Webster

7:00 - 7:30 p.m.

Legal, Administrative, and Tax Considerations
Personal and Business Perspectives
• Caroline Orthlieb
Orthlieb Business and Tax Consultants + WBII

7:30 – 8:00 p.m.

Innovative Marketing for Small Businesses
• Madeleine van der Steege
Webster + NedNXT

8:00 – 8:30 p.m.

Personal Testimonials
• Alexandra Arshanskaya
Arshanskyaya Visual Communications + Webster +
WBII
•

Anna Borbotko – Webster Leiden + Dinology

8:30 – 8:45 p.m.

Do I have a valid business idea? Actions to move
forward. Reality check, wrap up and ‘Thank You’s’
• Charlene Lambert – WBII + Webster

8:45 - 9:30 p.m.

Networking Dutch style. Drinks and snacks – Room 3
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For further information please contact:
Women’s Business Initiative International (WBII)
Nassauplein 20
2585 EC The Hague, The Netherlands
www.womensbusinessinitiative.net
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